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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
The Utah Supreme Court accepted the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals' 
request to certify certain issues of state law to the Utah Supreme Court on July 17, 
2006. Under Rule 27.1 of the Rules of the United States Court of Appeals for the 
Tenth Circuit and under the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure Rule 41 this Court 
has jurisdiction over the issues in this case that were certified by the Tenth Circuit 
Court of Appeals. 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 
Pursuant to the Order of Acceptance, the first issue for review is whether 
Utah law recognizes an exception to the general rule of successor non-liability 
under the circumstances of this case. 
Pursuant to the Order of Acceptance, the second issue is whether Utah law 
imposes on successor corporations a post-sale duty to independently warn 
customers of defects in products manufactured and sold by the predecessor 
corporation? If so, what factors should determine whether a successor has 
discharged that duty? 
PRESERVATION ON APPEAL 
The United States District Court, District of Utah, Central Division, had 
jurisdiction of this case pursuant to Diversity Jurisdiction, 28 U.S.C. § 1332, 
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wherein complete diversity exists between all the named parties to said litigation 
and the amount in controversy exceeds $75,000. 
The Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals had jurisdiction over this matter 
pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1291 and Rule 3 and Rule 4 of the Rules of the United 
States Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit. This matter was properly before the 
District Court based upon diversity jurisdiction, and the District Court entered a 
final order dispensing with all remaining claims with respect to the instant 
litigation. (Appellant Fanners Insurance Company's Federal Appendix 
(hereinafter "Farmer's Fed. App.") p. 116, 374). 
The District Court's order granting The Metal Ware Corporation's 
(hereinafter "Metal Ware) motion for summary judgment was issued on May 20, 
2005 (Docket No. 169). (Farmer's Fed. App., p. 116). The Tabors filed their Rule 
60(a) Motion for Relief from Clerical Mistake, which the District Court deemed a 
Motion to Reopen the Case, on May 23, 2005 (Docket No. 172). (Farmer's Fed. 
App., p. 25). The District Court denied the Tabors' Motion for Default and Motion 
to Reopen the Case on June20, 2005 (Docket No. 175). (Fanner's Fed. App., p. 
374). The Tabors filed a Notice of Appeal on June 20, 2005, (Docket No. 178) 
thereby vesting the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals with jurisdiction of the federal 
appeal. (Fanner's Fed. App., p. 26). 
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On May 26, 2006, the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals certified questions of 
state law for decision by the Utah Supreme Court. The Utah Supreme Court 
accepted the Certified Questions for review on July 17, 2006. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
Nature of Accident 
This is a products liability action wherein a food dehydrator manufactured 
by American Harvest, Inc. and purchased by the Tabors caused a fire in the 
Tabors' home thereby causing significant damage. 
On August 17, 1995, the United States Consumer Product Safety 
Commission (hereinafter "USCPSC") announced a recall of 56,843 of American 
Harvest's food dehydrators because the "heating element in the food dehydrators 
can overheat, presenting a fire hazard." The USCPSC imposed a continuing 
obligation on American Harvest, Inc. to report any "information concerning other 
incidents or injuries, or information that affects the scope, prevalence or 
seriousness of the defect or hazard." Without knowledge of the recall, the Tabors 
purchased an American Harvest food dehydrator from a Utah Shopko store in the 
spring of 1996. 
On April 2, 1997 American Harvest, Inc. and Newco of Two Rivers, a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of Metal Ware, entered into an Asset Purchase 
Agreement (hereinafter "APA") whereby Metal Ware intended to purchase 
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American Harvest, Inc.'s assets, but not the liabilities. Metal Ware retained key 
American Harvest, Inc. employees, honored all American Harvest service 
contracts, maintained use of the American Harvest name and its customer service 
telephone number, and maintained relationships with American Harvest customers. 
(Farmer's Fed. App., pp. 73-76, 252-57). 
In December 1997, nearly a year prior to the November 1998 fire that 
eventually destroyed the Tabor's home, Metal Ware received notice of a defective 
FD-50 food dehydrator unit that caused a fire in the home of an Oklahoma 
resident. (Farmer's Fed. App., pp. 186-87). Metal Ware made no effort to warn 
the Tabors, either directly or indirectly, of the ongoing safety danger presented by 
the product it acquired from American Harvest, Inc. (Fanner's Fed. App., p. 253 
at^20). 
Course of Proceedings and Disposition Below 
On June 29, 1999, the Tabors filed their Complaint, 2:99-cv-00503. On 
November 16, 2000, Farmers Insurance Company (hereinafter "Farmers") filed its 
subrogation action, 2:00-cv-00898, which arose out of the same fire and operative 
facts as the Tabors' action. On January 23, 2002, the Tabors filed a motion to 
consolidate the two cases. On October 15, 2002, the trial court granted the motion 
to consolidate, and the matter proceeded under case number 2:99-cv-00503. 
Metal Ware filed a motion for summary judgment on January 15, 2003, 
10 
ari'iiinjj that il had m lull ml ink (HIIII >,M;JIII In llii \II \ t lausc l iu i i l ing J i ah ihh < )n 
S e p t e m b e r 8, 2 0 0 3 , t he d is t r ic t coi n t issi led its Oi dei gi ai it i;i ig ii 1 pai t, den ) n ig in 
pai t motion for summary ji idgment of Metal Ware and the Tabors. The i due 
denied Metal Ware 's motion for summary judgment on the duty to warn ILCJIJ, , 
but crank o mc summary judgment on. the successor liability issue. The only 
K* .. ...IL: J , > wui\ io warn Claim. 
( J ,i icik'wrd mobon I-MII summary 
judgment on mc ui* '-i .:im' il had n hil I v ini in I "ill I n t 
be held liable on a failure to warn theoiy. I he District Court denied \U-<- i i ; 
fourth motion for summary judgment. 
• On Decembci - ">00'!l Metal Ware filed its fifth motion n- summary 
JUUL!::K •• . .
 v- issue of causation. Lsscntiailx, Metal Ware argued that 
t * '• i . ipliance w as n lsufficient to 
establish causation—namely tl lat a ^ ' ai i lii ig to SI iopko v < JI lid 1 1a1 > e pre^ ' exited tl le 
subject fixe in the Tabors' home. The Plaintiffs, both the Tabors and Farmers 
Insurance, countered that the Shopko Representative's testimony demonstrated that 
a warning n; ;;„ ^unl store would have resulted in warnings to the general public 
n:n; - xr. 
On May 2u, 2u05? the ti ial cc •! n t issi led its Oi de i ai i :! I • lei i icn "ai icii ii it. i 
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Decision granting Metal Ware's motion for summary judgment on the issue of 
causation. In doing so, despite the Plaintiffs' arguments to the contrary, the trial 
court determined that the Shopko representative's testimony was that she did not 
know what the store would have done had it received a warning from Metal Ware. 
Thus, the trial court dismissed the last remaining cause of action against Metal 
Ware and entered its Judgment dismissing the case. 
On May 20, 2005, Plaintiffs Timothy and Debra Tabor filed their Motion for 
Entry of Default as to American Harvest. On May 23, 2005, Plaintiffs Timothy 
and Debra Tabor filed their Motion For Relief From Clerical Mistake (styled by 
the district court as "Motion to Reopen Case"). On June 20, 2005, the district 
court entered its Order denying Plaintiffs Timothy and Debra Tabor's Motion for 
Entry of Default and Denying Motion to Reopen Case. This final Order dismissed 
the final motions submitted in this case and made the Order filed on May 20, 2005, 
a final Order. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
1. In May of 1976, David J. Dornbush and Chad Erickson formed 
Alternative Pioneering Systems, a company that developed and marketed products 
beginning with the home food dehydrators. See, Deposition of David Dornbush, 
Pages 9 through 10. (Federal Appendix of Timothy and Debra Tabor (hereinafter 
"Tabor's Fed. App.")p. 447). 
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2. L, .,.<. L\j i ; . alternative Pioneering Systems became American 
52, ( rabor'sFed \pp ] ) 447) 
3. O n or about Augus t 17, 1995, the U S C P S C announced that 56,843 
Amer ican Harvest food dehydrators were be ing recalled as the "heating element in 
the food dehydrators can overheat , present ing a fire hazard." See, U S C P S C P . , all 
Not ice ( t a b o i s fed. App. , p. . b > ) 
4 . ( i n \ | n ill " I "l| |l u i u ' i K ,in I Inn \ i" I 11ii I >ii\ nil I *uii i lnisl i I Iliad 
F r i c k s o n a n d N I / ' M . " il i \VM I-1!'1, er- '",'. * ••. 11 •!,••• • " i l n l\\ isse1 pu iv lu se ;u/jeeriie!it 
(hereinafter " A P A " ) whereby N e w c o of i 'wo Rivers purchased substantial ly all of 
American Harvest , Ii IC. 'S assets. See, Asset Purchase Agreemeni , Vi\y, 
(Tabor ' s Fed. App. , p . 424) . 
5. . Newco of I wo R rvei s, Inc was a S^KMUIU*;. wi Aiwiui w.i.v.. ^,-^a 
n lai ii ifactui ed I les :: c Roasters. See.. \o i eei i iei it 1 )e1:\v eei i 1 levv co of I " ; v o R i v ei s 
and David A. Uornhi - (Tabor's l;cV 
6. N e w c o oi Two Rivers , h^. A as a corporat ion ihai was established for 
the sole purpose of purchasing Amer ican Harvest , Tnc.\s assets. See, Deposi t ion of 
W L . M C ; v i ) rumm, Pages 1 > -i.rough 2i- (Tabor ' s Fed. App. , p . 485) . 
7. Alt! loiigl i i Vi i iei icai l I l a rve^ , ;. .^  - a;^eis were purchased, \mencan 
I Ic .i v est rei naii ie> :i a distil ict an id sepai ate ei iti 1:> a/f tei tl le p n; n cl iase of its assets bi it 
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also was a shell corporation with no assets of record. See generally. Asset 
Purchase Agreement. (Tabor's Fed. App., p. 424). 
8. Within a couple of weeks of purchasing American Harvest, Inc.'s 
assets, Newco of Two Rivers changed its name to NESCO/American Harvest, 
which was a wholly owned subsidiary of Metal Ware. See, Deposition of Wesley 
Drumm, Pages 20 through 21. (Tabor's Fed. App., p. 485). 
9. NESCO/American Harvest operated from 1997 through 1999 out of 
the old American Harvest facilities in Minnesota where NESCO/American Harvest 
manufactured the food dehydrators using many of the same managerial employees 
that originally were American Harvest, Inc. employees. See, Deposition of Wesley 
Drumm, Pages 23 through 28. (Tabor's Fed. App., p. 485). 
10. In 1999, NESCO/American Harvest moved its operations to Two 
Rivers and NESCO/American Harvest merged into Metal Ware, thereby merging 
the wholly-owned subsidiary into the parent corporation. See, Deposition of 
Wesley Drumm, Pages 21 through 22. (Tabor's Fed. App., p. 485). 
11. On April 3, 1997, Metal Ware announced they had acquired American 
Harvest's assets and along with this purchase had "retained many of the key 
employees" including American Harvests founders, David Dornbush and Chad 
Erickson, and reported that the distribution channels used by the two companies 
14 
\ veil : • "c ill i lost idei it ic i ill See, - vpi il 3, 199 5 1 '"" e ss R elease from IV letal W are. 
(Fai niei 's Fed \pp , p 2 78) 
12. 1 1 le following employees were ei up'-41 c % ' • •*•. !I;ir\v* 
prior to the APA being signed: Mike Fritz-VP Engineering; Kan Wangensteen-In 
House Counsel: Rill Brand-Vice President Manufacturing; Steve Tweddl -VP of 
Financing u-ornbush-~<>H. i>iil Barton stayed on See, Deposition of David 
I Jnrnluish, J L ^ _* . *. ed < Vpp.:, p. I I / ). • 
13. J* !'- "i in as tl I = Gei lei al I\. : > ' 
NESCO/American Harvest production (Drumm l>»'po | " ' I i( ' ,|h|<«! V I rd App , 
p. *:Oj5 Steve Twedell stayed on in accounting/financing (Drumm Depo , pp 25-
26) (Tabor's Fed. App.. r -?.r'< ViL- F-ii/ continued oi. ior a >hon ncnoti before 
leaving i i OUIIL'.MUUU i>cpo pr> '».i r - i labor 's Fed. Apr., p. 528). 
14. i , .. i i . ,,-. . . oiunii,,,; j .uduction .mu Dusiness as if 
447: p. 43). 
. 15. Metal Ware's primary objective in entering into this transaction w as to 
obtain the rights to American Harvest's line of food dehydrators. See, Deposition 
of VV esiev Drumm, Pages .!nwugli -
 ; ,i:o' ^ u u \ p p . . p .- /! o c) 
16. It uas Met.. . . . j u m e s \\-^ becomes a 
si ibsidiary of I I = tall \A 
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American Harvest, Inc. See, Metal Ware Corporate Minutes. (Tabor's Fed. App., 
p. 421). 
17. Prior to entering into the asset purchase agreement with American 
Harvest, Inc., Wesley Drumm, president of Metal Ware, was aware of the 
USCPSC recall of the subject dehydrator which was part of the line of dehydrators 
Metal Ware sought to acquire. See, Deposition of Wesley Drumm, Pages 40, 42, 
43, 49, 71, 861 and 106. (Tabor's Fed. App, p. 485). 
18. Mr. Drumm also was the president of Newco of Two Rivers, Inc., the 
corporation created for the sole purpose of obtaining the assets of American 
Harvest, Inc., which was later changed to NESCO/American Harvest. See, 
Deposition of Wesley Drumm, Pages 18 through 19. (Tabor's Fed. App, p. 485). 
19. During the negotiations for the purchase of American Harvest's assets, 
concerns were raised regarding the purchasing corporation not wanting to be 
"liable for any past sins" of American Harvest which included the "trailings of 
product liability." See, Deposition of Chad Erickson, Page 21 (Tabor's Fed. App, 
p. 469); Deposition of David Dornbush, Page 41 (Tabor's Fed. App, p. 447). 
20. Following the purchase of American Harvest's assets, Metal Ware 
continued to utilize many of the same distributors that had been used by American 
Harvest. See, Depo. of Wesley Drumm, Pages 118 through 119. (Tabor's Fed. 
App, p. 485). 
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21. After the asset purchase, Mcul Ware continued doing business with 
t • . - v. - ^ L > , i \ c . * i 
December 22. 1995, ai id tl le 1997 ai id 1998 s< lies lists (Fai i nei 's I ;i e :1 \ pp pp •. 
281-94,362). 
22. Following the execution of the asset purchase agreement, Metal Ware 
sent a letter to retailers who had cairial \mericaii Harvest products advising diem 
tiuu Mciai Uuiv * »•• •• •• - • n? your product needs with the AmeHrnn 
K; . .. . ijenyaraioi ^ .m. Accessories." See, 
An Vr- i . . 
23. On J Lily 1 , 1 7 7 / , I V l ^ l C i l V^ . • 
NESCO/American Harvest Corp. sent a letter to service centers that had provided 
service for American Harvest products advising that "[wjarranties for all products 
produced by American iiaiwast -. ; -u honored" by NESCO/American Harvest. 
See, Letters to Sen ices ( enters and - uillion/ed l<actoi;* >,cr\ ice * unci Agreement 
d: i f . i , 
24. NESCO/American 1 larvest has stated U I In scnur tvnin 
representatives In a letter dated July 1, 1997, tl lat NESCO/American Harvest 
wished t~ routine their relationship with the service centers and that they shoi ild 
"GO aaa \i^ I,N ,i; ,. ;, ice repair manuals and price sheets issued previously" by 
American Harvest. See, Letter to Services Centers and Authorized Factory Service 
Center Agreement dated July 1, 1997. (Farmer's Fed. App., p. 308). 
25. Although Metal Ware was aware of the USCPSC recall, Metal Ware 
did not engage in any efforts to follow up on the recall or to issue any warnings 
that potentially defective and dangerous products remained in the stream of 
commerce or in the hands of innocent consumers. See, Deposition of Wesley 
Drumm, Pages 40, 42, 43, 49, 71, 86 and 106. (Farmer's Fed. App., p. 485). 
26. Metal Ware had in its possession correspondence between American 
Harvest, Inc. and the USCPSC which documented the basis of the FD-50 food 
dehydrator recall which required that a corrective program be continued and to 
report all "information concerning other incidents or injuries, or information that 
affects the scope, prevalence or seriousness of the defect or hazard." See, July 25, 
1995 USCPSC Letter to American Harvest, Inc. (Farmer's Fed. App., p. 326); and 
February 23, 1996 USCPSC Letter to American Harvest, Inc. (Farmer's Fed. 
App., p. 330). 
27. It is uncontradicted that Metal Ware had in its possession information 
that the Tabors filled out a product registration for their Food Dehydrator FD-50, 
which included the Tabor's personal information and serial number for the FD-50 
in exchange for beef jerky, which they in fact received as a result of sending in 
their product and personal information. (Farmer's Fed. App., p. 83, 110:8-112:18). 
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28. 1\ Tetal VV ai e also 1 lad ii 1 its possessioi 1 infoi n latioi i packets tl mt 1| vei e 
sei it to i etailei s of tl le i ecalled \ 1 i lei icai i I lai (> est deh) irdi atoi ] ' d licl 1 describe d tl le 
USCPSC notification, action plan to repair the subject dehydrator and how to warn 
non-registered users of the defective produci ihi^ugh nonces in stores and press 
releases. See, Juh :" l o 0 ^ American Harvest, Inc. I etter (Farmer 's r ed \ \ T ;\ 
\^ ' * ...n* li \ I I K . I V . L U I l l u i \ C>.l I : , • i.> ( u h i i U .> l e d . A p r f 7 1 4 V 
USCPSC Letter (Farmer's Fed. App., p. 330'). 
29. Ii i December, 1997, nearly a year before the fire at the labor 's 
residence, which <wunvd ' W n e m b e r , 1998, NESCO/American I larvest 
received notK- mat an FD-50 food dehydrator caused a fire in the home ~f a 
D e < •• •> t i ler's Fed \ pp p 3^  
30. Uii Jui> v, 2004, this Court issued an Order Denying Defendant Metal 
Ware's Moth-i: for Summary Judgi i lei it, regarding the isbue of dui) to v. arm See, 
Order Denying Defendants' M'c tion for Summary Judgment (July 9; 2004.) 
(Dockt; **• . 
31. On November 15, 2004, the second deposition of Linda L. 
Youngchild was taken in Green Bay Wisconsin. See. Deposition of Linda L. 
Youngchild (Nov. 15, 2004). (Tabor's Fed. App, p. 528). 
32. Linda Youngchild was the president of NESCO/American Harvest 
and is knowledgeable about the entity changes and mergers with respect to 
American Harvest, Inc., NEWCO Two Rivers, Inc., NESCO/American Harvest, 
and Metal Ware. See, Deposition of Wesley Drumm, Pages 18 through Page 29. 
(Tabor's Fed. App., p. 485). 
33. On August 24, 1998, Metal Ware was notified regarding 1181 FD-50 
units in the inventory of ShopKo and 200 units in the inventory of Englewood. 
See, Deposition of Linda Youngchild, Page 55. (Tabor's Fed. App., p. 528). 
34. Defendant Metal Ware, after being notified of a dehydrator causing a 
fire in Oklahoma, did not notify the USCPSC, ShopKo, Englewood, or any known 
or unknown consumers regarding the danger and existence of further defective 
products discovered in the stream of commerce. See, Deposition of Linda 
Youngchild, Pages 55, 89. (Tabor's Fed. App., p. 528). 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
Successor Liability: The Tabors maintain that at least one factor exists of 
the four factors outlined by the District Court in determining successor liability 
(Docket No. 98). Specifically, whether the purchasing corporation, Metal Ware, 
20 
- • ci: * , ing corporation, American Harvest, and 
"vv 1 letl K: i a i ie facto i i iei gei occi n i ed , 1: c ill I of ( < '1 ii :1 i ;! / c I ild pi ov ide fc i successor 
liability ' I he ci nere continual ion :md \ v jac> m -v-" i*m.< • >• * • 1 
Ware retained numerous key employees , retained the manufacturing niant, 
suppliers, customers, warranties and s e n ice providers . 
. ai»ui^ diM) maintain that Metal Wore entered into the Asset P n r h a s e 
A - . . u .. . iiaoility ac a result of manufacturing a 
( ' e » - t : • , i ; j ' 
aware oi the - ". • -v ] * * u . • . 
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case of a manufacturer in a products liability case, the additional exceptions to 
successor liability would apply and the Tabors urge this Court to adopt the 
additional exceptions to successor liability in order to protect the public from 
hawkish business practices that are evident in this case. 
ARGUMENT 
I. SUCCESSOR LIABILITY 
a. Utah law should recognize an exception to the general rule of 
successor non-liability under the circumstances of this case due 
to the knowing disregard of Metal Ware for public safety when 
it structured its deal to acquire the line of food dehydrators to 
avoid the known liability presented by the fires caused by the 
line of food hydrators 
Pursuant to the Order of Acceptance, the first issue for review is whether 
Utah law recognizes an exception to the general rule of successor non-liability 
under the circumstances of this case. 
The District Court granted Metal Ware's motion for summary judgment on 
successor liability, holding that no issues of material fact existed with respect to 
"any claimed exceptions to the general rule of nonliability for a successor 
company." Order, Page 16 (Docket No. 98). (Tabor's Fed. App., p. 386). 
As stated in the Tabors' memorandum opposing the Metal Ware's motion 
for summary judgment on successor liability, generally successor corporations are 
not responsible for the liabilities of the predecessor corporation unless at least one 
of four exceptions to successor liability are met: 
9? 
[The purchaser] is not liable for the debts and liabilities of the transferor, 
except where, (1) the purchaser expressly or impliedly agrees to assume 
such debts, (2) the transaction amounts to a consolidation or merger of the 
seller and purchaser, (3) the purchasing corporation is a mere continuation of 
the selling corporation, or (4) the transaction is entered fraudulently in order 
to escape liability for such debts. Macris & Assocs., Inc. v. Neways, Inc., 
986 P.2d 748, 752, aff'd 16 P.3d 1214 (quoting Florum, 867 F.2d at 575 n. 
2.). 
The Tabors believe that successor liability in this case is apparent due to 
both principals for American Harvest and Metal Ware structuring the deal to avoid 
the known product liability presented by the food dehydrator at issue in this case. 
The Tabors were sold a defective product and have no recourse with respect to the 
corporation that sold the defective product to them: American Harvest, Inc. and its 
successor corporations. The principals of American Harvest were aware of the 
defective food dehydrators prior to American Harvest's acceptance of the Asset 
Purchase Agreement (APA) as were the principals for Metal Ware. 
Both Companies desired the sale of the food dehydrator line of products to 
Metal Ware, but Metal Ware was hesitant over the liability presented by defective 
food dehydrators still on the market. To avoid this liability, Metal Ware worked 
with the principals of American Harvest to structure the sale of the dehydrators to 
Metal Ware absent the liability regardless of the fact such a deal left innocent 
purchasers of the dehydrator without recourse in the event the innocent purchasers' 
property was damaged as a result of the defective food dehydrators. 
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Wesley Drumm, the president of Metal Ware and Newco of Two Rivers, 
was also aware of the defective products and the principals of American Harvest, 
Inc. and Mr. Drumm openly discussed the products liability potential of said 
defective products. Both American Harvest, Inc. and Newco of Two Rivers (Metal 
Ware) structured the APA to avoid the known products liability attached to the 
food dehydrator in this case. (Tabor's Fed. App., pp. 485: 18, 19, 40, 42, 43, 49, 
71, 86, 106; Tabor's Fed. App., p. 449: 21; Tabor's Fed. App., p. 447: 41). 
As a result of the duplicity of both sets of principals for American Harvest 
and Metal Ware structuring their deal in order to avoid the product liability of 
defective food dehydrators, both Metal Ware and American Harvest should be held 
accountable for the products liability in the instant case. This Court should hold 
that Metal Ware is liable for the Tabors' damages under successor liability 
principals. 
b. This Court Should Adopt the Continuity of Enterprise 
Doctrine In Order to Ensure That Innocent Purchasers of a 
Defective Product Are Able to Recover From the 
Manufacturer of a Product When the Original Manufacturer 
is Defunct as a Result of an Asset Purchase Agreement 
Between the Current and the Prior Manufacturer 
Pursuant to the Order of Acceptance, this Court has been asked to determine 
whether Utah law recognizes an exception to the general rule of successor non-
liability under the circumstances of this case. Based upon the actions of American 
Harvest and Metal Ware, this Court should expand the traditional exceptions to 
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successor liability and adopt the Continuity of Enterprise doctrine as espoused in 
Turner. By adopting said expansion to successor liability, this Court would be 
protecting innocent purchasers from hawkish business practices and securing for 
innocent purchasers a party against whom the innocent purchaser may bring a 
claim for damages. 
The Tabors have advocated that this Court should adopt the 'continuity of 
enterprise' doctrine as espoused in Turner v. Bituminous Cas. Co., 397 Mich. 406, 
244 N.W.2d 873, 882 (Mich. 1976). Under the 'continuity of enterprise' doctrine, 
a continuation of corporate identity has occurred and the purchasing corporation 
has retained the selling corporation's key personnel and held itself out to the world 
as a continuation of the selling corporation. Decius v. Action Collection Service, 
Inc., 2004 UT App 484, fflf 9-10, 105 P.3d 956 (Utah App. 2004). 
The Turner doctrine simply provides that in a products liability case, 
continuity of enterprise is a doctrine that would allow successor liability in cases of 
an asset purchase agreement. The factors in determining whether there is a 
continuity of enterprise are as follows: 
1) There was basic continuity of the enterprise of the seller corporation, 
including, apparently, a retention of key personnel, assets, general business 
operations, and even the [seller corporation's] name. 
2) The seller corporation ceased ordinary business operations, liquidated, 
and dissolved soon after distribution of consideration received from the 
buying corporation. 
2S 
3) The purchasing corporation assumed those liabilities and obligations of 
the seller ordinarily necessary for the continuation of the normal business 
operations of the seller corporation. 
4) The purchasing corporation held itself out to the world as the effective 
continuation of the seller corporation. 
Turner, 244 N.W.2d at 883-884. 
In addressing a company's negotiations for assets and the possibility of 
surprise over product liability tailings from a defective product on the part of the 
purchasing corporation, the Turner Court provided that 
[i]t is clear that once corporations considering [asset purchase] transactions 
become aware of the possibility of successor products liability, they can 
make suitable preparations. Whether this takes the form of products liability 
insurance, indemnification agreements or of escrow accounts, or even a 
deduction from the purchase price is a matter to be considered between the 
parties. 
Turner, 244 N.W.2d at 883. 
In the instant case, despite knowing about the products liability presented by 
the food dehydrator, both American Harvest and Metal Ware structured the asset 
purchase agreement to leave the Tabors, and other similarly situated innocent 
purchasers, without recourse for their damages. Metal Ware did not negotiate for 
products liability insurance to be paid by American Harvest, did not negotiate for 
indemnification provisions or escrow accounts for the purpose of settling products 
liability cases, and did not negotiate for a reduced purchasing price to recognize 
the significance of the products liability threat presented by the Food Dehydrator. 
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Instead, Metal Ware structured the deal in an attempt to avoid any products 
liability and to leave any innocent purchases without the ability to recover from 
either entity. Based upon the reasoning of Turner, the Tabors believe there are 
ample facts in the instant case that would warrant an expansion of successor 
liability and the adoption of the Turner doctrine. 
The Utah Court of Appeals already has addressed instances that would 
support an extension of the rules regarding successor liability in Decius v. Action 
Collection Service, Inc., 105 P.3d 956 (Utah App. 2004). The Court ruled that the 
merits of the case in Decius did not warrant an extension of successor liability, but 
provided that in a products liability case dealing with a manufacturer the Court 
would likely address an extension of successor liability. 
In Decius, the Court addressed the Turner doctrine and the expansion of 
successor liability in a products liability case and noted three reasons for 
expanding successor liability: 
First, the buyer company is in a better position to bear the expense of the 
injury than the victim. Second, a manufacturer buyer is able to spread the 
cost of the injury to future consumers. And third, because a manufacturer 
buyer profits from the predecessor's goodwill and reputation, it is unfair to 
allow the buyer to succeed to the seller for purposes of sales but not liability. 
See id.; Turner v. Bituminous Cas. Co., 397 Mich. 406, 244 N.W.2d 873, 
882 (Mich. 1976) (citations omitted). 
Decius, 2004 UT App 484, f 14. 
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The Tabors believe the three reasons for extending successor liability exists 
in the instant case as Metal Ware is a manufacturer of the Food Dehydrator at issue 
in this case. As a manufacturer, Metal Ware is better able to absorb any defects the 
Food Dehydrator may present and is able to pass along the cost of the defects and 
liability for the defects to future purchasers more easily than the Tabors. Finally, 
there is no question that Metal Ware fostered and utilized the goodwill that had 
accrued under American Harvest with respect to the Food Dehydrator as indicated 
in the numerous letters sent by Metal Ware after the Asset Purchase. The Tabors 
believe these reasons are sufficient to warrant this Court's expansion of successor 
liability in the instant case. 
In analyzing this case under Federal Law, the Decius Court analyzed a three 
part test in determining whether to expand successor liability in Utah. The Utah 
Court of Appeals analyzed the following with respect to federal law: 
(1) whether the successor employer had prior notice of the claim against the 
predecessor; (2) whether the predecessor is able, or was able prior to the 
purchase, to provide the relief requested; and (3) whether there has been a 
sufficient continuity in the business operations of the predecessor and 
successor. 
Decius, 2004 UT App 484, |19. 
As for the three federal factors, Metal Ware is a manufacturer of that 
purchased the food dehydrator product from American Harvest. Both principals 
for American Harvest and for Metal Ware acknowledged the fact that they have 
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prior notice of defective food dehydrators prior to the purchase of the American 
Harvest Assets by Metal Ware thereby satisfying the first element under federal 
law. Prior to the Asset Purchase Agreement, American Harvest had ample assets 
and cash to provide relief for any defective dehydrators it may have sold as 
indicated in the Asset Purchase itself. After the purchase of American Harvest's 
assets, Metal Ware held itself out to be American Harvest, utilized its retailers, its 
service people, its production facilities and its key personnel. As a result, even 
under the federal guidelines addressing successor liability, the Tabors believe 
sufficient facts exist to warrant an expansion of successor liability in this case. 
Finally, the Tabors request this Court apply the Turner doctrine for 
successor liability as both manufacturers, American Harvest and Metal Ware, 
worked a fraud on the public by structuring the deal around the known products 
liability presented by defective food dehydrators. The question boils down to 
acceptance of form over substance. Will Utah acknowledge the form of the asset 
purchase, or the substance of the deal which was to obtain the food dehydrator and 
merge American Harvest into Metal Ware, the parent corporation for whom the 
transaction was structured? 
Metal Ware's corporate minutes indicate that it wanted to merge with 
American Harvest, and according to Wesley Drumm, the president of Metal Ware, 
altered the structure of the deal essentially to acquire American Harvest with all its 
assets, base of operation, personnel and goodwill without the liability of the 
defective food dehydrators. Instead of the conscionable action, standing up for the 
defective dehydrators and securing a source of income for the public at large 
affected by the defective dehydrators, Metal Ware acted unconscionably by leaving 
the public to fend for itself despite the known risks presented by the defective food 
dehydrators that Metal Ware left in the Utah stream of commerce. 
The Tabors believe that the reasons advocated for extending successor 
liability exist in the instant case. For instance, following the execution of the asset 
purchase agreement, Metal Ware sent a letter to retailers who had carried 
American Harvest products. Metal Ware advised the retailers that Metal Ware 
"will soon be filling your product needs with the American Harvest brand of the 
finest in Electric Dehydrators and Accessories." See, Anderson Letter to Retailers. 
(Farmer's Fed. App., p. 306). On July 1, 1997, Metal Ware, operating under the 
name NESCO/American Harvest Corp. sent a letter to service centers that had 
provided service for American Harvest products advising that "[warranties for all 
products produced by American Harvest will be honored" by NESCO/American 
Harvest. See, Letters to Services Centers and Authorized Factory Service Center 
Agreement dated July 1 and December 1, 1997. (Farmer's Fed. App., pp. 308, 
312). Finally, NESCO/American Harvest stated to their service center 
representatives in a letter dated July 1, 1997, that NESCO/American Harvest 
wished to continue their relationship with the service centers and that they should 
"continue to use all service repair manuals and price sheets issued previously" by 
American Harvest. See, Letter to Services Centers and Authorized Factory Service 
Center Agreement dated July 1, 1997. (Farmer's Fed. App., p. 308). 
Under federal law and under the Turner doctrine, the Tabors posit that 
expansion of the successor liability doctrine is warranted in this case. As noted 
previously, the principals of American Harvest knew of the products liability 
issues with respect to American Harvest's FD-50 Food Dehydrator. The principal 
of Metal Ware also knew of the products liability issues pertaining to the food 
dehydrator and stated that he did not want Metal Ware being held responsible for 
any product liability issues. In order to get around the product liability issues, 
Metal Ware and American Harvest structured the deal as an Asset Purchase, 
thereby gutting American Harvest of all its assets and precluding any recourse 
innocent purchasers would have against American Harvest. 
Based upon the actions of American Harvest and Metal Ware, this Court 
should expand the traditional exceptions to successor liability and adopt the 
Continuity of Enterprise doctrine as espoused in Turner. By adopting said 
expansion to successor liability, this Court would be protecting innocent 
purchasers from hawkish business practices and securing for innocent purchasers a 
party against whom the innocent purchaser may bring a claim for damages. 
If this Court declines to accept and adopt the expansion of successor 
liability, then future hawkish business deals will be structured to preclude recovery 
by innocent purchasers despite the purchasing corporation's knowledge of a 
defective product that poses a risk to innocent purchasers at large. This Court 
should adopt the expansion of successor liability in this case as it protects the 
public and will force manufacturers to act conscionably in situations where they 
know of defects in a product and act to ensure that either they or the other 
corporation provides insurance or assets against which the innocent purchaser 
could collect in the event the defective product causes damage. 
In the instant case, neither American Harvest nor Metal Ware acted in the 
best interest of innocent purchasers of their product and instead acted to maximize 
their own gain despite the known defects in the product it was purchasing. It was 
easier for them to maximize their profits, which were considerable, and eschew 
insurance or escrow accounts that would be available to innocent purchasers than it 
was to provide even minimal protection to the public they endangered. As a result, 
this Court should adopt an expansion of successor liability in this case for Utah's 
benefit and for the protection of innocent consumers. 
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c. This Court Should Adopt the Product Line Doctrine In Order 
to Ensure That Innocent Purchasers of a Defective Product 
Are Able to Recover From the Manufacturer of a Product 
When the Original Manufacturer is Defunct as a Result of an 
Asset Purchase Agreement Between the Current and the Prior 
Manufacturer 
Some courts have determined that it is more important to provide a source of 
revenue for innocent purchasers of a defective product than to protect a purchaser 
of the defective product. To this end, the 'product line' doctrine should be adopted 
in Utah to further the public policy purposes espoused by the Utah Legislature in 
protecting the public from hawkish business deals and by allowing the public to 
recover against a manufacturer who has benefited from the sale of the defective 
product at the expense of innocent purchasers. 
Some courts believe that the four exceptions formulated in the context of 
corporate law were too narrow, and crafted a new exception known as the product 
line exception. James Hart v. Bruno Machinery Corp., 250 A.D.2d 58, 60 (N.Y. 
App. Div. 3d 1998). "Under the product line exception, an asset purchaser is 
strictly liable in product liability claims for defects in products made by the 
predecessor before the sale, if the successor corporation continues to sell the same 
product under the same trade name." The Ninth Avenue Remedial Group v. Allis-
Chalmers Corp., et al.. 1996 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 5670 (N.D. Ind.1996). (See, Ray v. 
Alad Corp., 560 P.2d 3 (Cal. 1977); Ramirez v. Amsted Indust, 431 A.2d 811 
(N.J. 1981); Garcia v. Coe Mfg. Co., 933 P.2d 243 (N.M. 1997); Dawejko v. 
Jorgensen Steel Co., 434 A.2d 106 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1981). 
This expansion of the four generally accepted rules of successor liability was 
recognized, in the words of one court, to facilitate a purpose of strict products 
liability which "is to assure that a responsible source is available to compensate 
the injured party." Hart, 250 A.D.2d at 61 (emphasis added). The New Jersey 
Supreme Court indicated that they recognized the product line exception in an 
attempt to give effect to the "social policies underlying strict products liability 
law." Ramirez, 431 A.2d at 824-825. 
To invoke this exception, it must be shown that: 
(1) the injured party's remedy against the original manufacturer was virtually 
destroyed by the successor's acquisition of substantially all of the 
predecessor's assets, (2) the successor continued to manufacture essentially 
the same line of products as its predecessor, (3) the successor had the ability 
to assume the original risk-spreading role, and (4) the successor benefited 
from the original manufacturer's good will. 
Hart, 250 A.D.2d at 60. 
The Court in Ramirez offered its justification for its imposition of potential 
liability upon a successor corporation that acquires the assets and continues the 
manufacturing operation of the predecessor: 
(1) The virtual destruction of the plaintiffs remedies against the original 
manufacturer caused by the successor's acquisition of the business, (2) the 
successor's ability to assume the original manufacturer's risk-spreading role, 
and (3) the fairness of requiring the successor to assume a responsibility for 
defective products that was a burden necessarily attached to the original 
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manufacturer's good will being enjoyed by the successor in the continued 
operation of the business. [19 Cal.3d at 31, 560 P.2d at 9, 136 Cal.Rptr. at 
580.] 
Ramirez, 431 A.2d at 820. 
The Court's primary purpose for adopting the 'product line' expansion to 
successor liability was to protect the innocent purchasers of defective products. 
The Tabors believe Utah purchasers would be better served in instances where a 
defective product causes damages by being able to make a claim against the 
manufacturer of the product despite any asset purchase in an attempt to get around 
product liability. The Tabors believe that the 'product line' doctrine allows for 
recovery in the instant case where a manufacturer takes over the manufacturing 
and assembly of a product such as the food dehydrator and continues to garner the 
good will of the predecessor corporation by marketing the manufactured device as 
if the other corporation was still in existence. 
The Ramirez Court addressed this very issue in providing that 
through acquisition of the [seller corporation's] trade name, plant, 
employees, manufacturing equipment, designs and customer lists, and by 
holding itself out to potential customers as the manufacturer of the same line 
of [the seller corporation's] power presses, [the purchasing corporation] 
benefited substantially from the legitimate exploitation of the accumulated 
good will earned by the [seller's] product line. Public policy requires that 
having received the substantial benefits of the continuing manufacturing 
enterprise, the successor corporation should also be made to bear the burden 
of the operating costs that other established business operations must 
ordinarily bear. By acquiring all of the [seller's] assets and continuing the 
established business of manufacturing and selling [the selling corporation's] 
presses, [the purchaser] became an integral part of the overall producing and 
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marketing enterprise that should bear the cost of injuries resulting from 
defective products. 
Ramirez, 431 A.2d at 822 (citations omitted). 
In the instant case, the asset purchase agreement between Metal Ware and 
American Harvest covered all of the assets held by American Harvest. After the 
asset purchase, American Harvest ceased operations and Metal Ware continues to 
manufacturer food dehydrators under the American Harvest name. The food 
dehydrators were the same as those made by American Harvest absent the 
defective design that caused the Tabors' house fire. As these dehydrators are still 
being produced, sold and marketed under the American Harvest name, Metal Ware 
continues to reap the benefits of the goodwill associated with the American 
Harvest brand of food dehydrator. 
In addition, it is apparent from the depositions of Wesley Drumm, principal 
of Metal Ware, and the principals of American Harvest that they went out of their 
way to ensure that innocent purchasers of the defective food dehydrator did not 
have a company to which they could make their claims for damages regarding the 
food dehydrator. The principals of the two corporations never intended to be 
responsible for the "sins" of American Harvest and structured their asset purchase 
to reflect this fact. From a public policy standpoint, allowing corporations to 
structure their deals knowing that innocent purchasers of their product would be 
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without remedy flies in the face of the underlying purposes for products liability 
and the Utah Legislature's view on the issue of successor liability. 
The Tabors, through no fault of their own, suffered extensive damages due 
to the defective food dehydrator that Metal Ware placed into the stream of 
commerce. If the asset purchase agreement entered into by Metal Ware and 
American Harvest is held to insulate Metal Ware from liability, the Tabors are left 
without a remedy against those who put the defective food dehydrator into the 
market place. As such, by adopting the 'product line' exception, the Utah Supreme 
Court will ensure that innocent purchasers of defective products will have recourse 
against the manufacturer of the defective product despite the manufacturers 
attempts to avoid liability and reap only the rewards for the product. By adopting 
the 'product line' doctrine, Utah consumers would be protected from hawkish 
business practices and would be able to make a claim for damages even if the 
manufacturing entity is now defunct as a result of a merger or asset purchase. 
d. This Court Should Adopt the 'Continuity of Enterprise' and/or 
the 'Product Line5 Doctrines for Public Policy Purposes 
Including Protecting Innocent Utah Purchasers of Defective 
Products Knowingly Placed in the Utah Stream of Commerce 
and Ensuring a Source Against Which the Innocent Purchaser 
Could Make Their Claim for Damages 
It is sound public policy to allow an injured party to bring a claim for 
damages against a successor corporation when the successor corporation continues 
to manufacture the product and continues to utilize the goodwill associated with 
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the now defunct predecessor corporation. The Utah Legislature is clear in its view 
of not allowing manufacturers to skirt their responsibility to innocent purchasers of 
a defective product and, as a result, this Court should adopt the 'continuity of 
enterprise' doctrine and/or the 'product line' doctrine based upon the Utah 
legislative policy of protecting innocent purchasers of defective products. 
In the instant case, the clause limiting Metal Ware and Newco's liability for 
products liability is not consistent with the policy that underlies strict products 
liability. The major purpose behind strict product's liability "is to place the loss 
caused by a defective product on those who create the risk and reap the profit by 
placing a defective product in the stream of commerce." Hanover Limited v. 
Cessna Aircraft Co., 758 P.2d 443, 446 (Utah Ct. App. 1988) (quoting, Liberty 
Mut. Ins. Co. v. Williams Machine & Tool Co., 338 N.E.2d 857, 860 (111. 1975). 
This position is in accord with legislation adopted by the Utah Legislature. 
In Bishop v. Valley Asphalt, Inc., the court noted the following: 
in accord with the Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 195(3), the Utah 
Legislature promulgated section 78-15-7 on March 15, 2000, which voids 
any agreement to exempt a seller of a product from strict products liability 
on grounds of public policy. Section 78-15-7 is inapplicable to the current 
case because the accident here occurred before the new section was adopted. 
[As is the case in this matter]. The statute nonetheless reflects the 
legislature's view of public policy on this question. 2002 UT 36, n.3 (2002) 
(Emphasis added). 
The Utah Legislature already has provided an indication in the products 
liability arena that those who benefit off of the goodwill of their product should be 
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held responsible for the defects of the product. The Asset Purchase Agreement 
between American Harvest and Metal Ware is designed to shift the burden of the 
defective food dehydrators currently in the stream of commerce to the innocent 
consumer. By shifting the burden to the innocent purchasers of the defective 
dehydrators, Metal Ware is maximizing its profits by minimizing its liabilities. In 
attempting to contract out of any products liability, however, Metal Ware has 
burdened innocent Utah consumers. The Tabors posit that it is not sound public 
policy to allow corporations putting defective merchandise into the stream of 
commerce to nullify their responsibilities for the defective product through 
hawkish business practices. 
A more analogous case from a public policy standpoint was determined by 
the Second Circuit Court of Appeals in Nettis v. Levitt, 241 F.3d 186 (2nd Cir. 
2001). In Nettis, as in the instant case, the defendant corporation acquired virtually 
all of the assets of its predecessor corporation by way of an APA; the only items 
remaining were the predecessor corporate entity and the liabilities of the 
predecessor company. Id. at 191. Again, as in the instant case, the purchasing 
corporation sent a letter to its employees and customers that the purchasing 
corporation will continue to operate under the name of the predecessor corporation. 
Id 
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The Second Circuit outlined four factors in determining whether a "de facto 
merger" had occurred or whether a umere continuation5' of the predecessor's 
business had occurred. Id. The Second Circuit considered whether there was: 
(1) continuity of ownership; (2) cessation of ordinary business by the 
predecessor; (3) assumption by the successor of liabilities ordinarily 
necessary for continuation of the predecessor's business; and (4) continuity 
of management, personnel, physical location, assets and general business 
operation. Id. at 193-194 (citations omitted); see also, Ekotek Site PRP 
Committee v. Self, 948 F.Supp. 994, 1002 (D.Utah 1996). 
The Second Circuit explained that "[t]hese factors are analyzed in a flexible 
manner that disregards mere questions of form and asks whether, in substance, 'it 
was the intent of [the successor] to absorb and continue the operation of the 
[predecessor].'" Id. at 194 (quoting Woodrick v. Jack J. Burke Real Estate, Inc., 
306 N.J.Super. 61, 703 A.2d 306, 313-314 (App.Div. 1997)); see also. City of New 
York v. Charles Pfizer & Co., 260 A.D.2d 174, 688 N.Y.S.2d 23, 24 (1st Dep't 
1999)(explaining that the de facto merger exception derives from "the concept that 
a successor that effectively takes over a company in its entirety should carry the 
predecessor's liabilities in order to ensure that a source remains to pay for the 
victim's injuries"). 
The Second Circuit determined the APA contemplated the wholesale 
acquisition and continuation of the predecessor business. Id. at 194. The facts 
relied upon by the Second Circuit showed the following: the transaction was 
structured as an asset purchase for cash; the APA sought to limit the successor's 
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liability; the successor was aware of the underlying liability and attempted to avoid 
the liability. Id. The Court determined that the de facto merger doctrine was 
designed to ignore the formalities and view the substance of the negotiations to 
determine whether a predecessor corporation merged with a successor corporation 
with respect to prior liabilities. Id. 
Although this was an environmental clean-up case wherein the Court was 
looking to the benefit of the public, the Utah Supreme Court must also look to the 
best interests of Utah Consumers when determining who should shoulder the 
burden of defective products in the Utah stream of commerce. The Tabors posit 
that is sound public policy for the state of Utah to adopt the continuity of 
enterprises doctrine and the product line doctrine to ensure that innocent Utah 
purchasers are not left holding the bag for a defective product that was knowingly 
placed into the Utah stream of commerce. By allowing corporations to leave 
innocent Utah purchasers shouldering the burden of a defective product all the 
while increasing their profit margin as a result thereof is not sound Utah public 
policy. 
In the instant case, David Dornbush and Chad Erickson, principals for 
American Harvest, stayed on with NESCO/American Harvest and developed 
additional product lines as well as promoted the food dehydrators at issue. 
(Fanner's Fed. App., p. 278). American Harvest, Inc. ceased to do business as 
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substantially all of its assets had been purchased by Newco of Two Rivers who 
subsequently merged into Metal Ware. (Tabors' Fed. App., p. 424; App. p. 485: 
20-28). With the purchase of substantially all of America Harvest, Inc.'s assets, 
Metal Ware assumed all of the material and personnel necessary for the 
continuation of all American Harvest, Inc. business absent the liability for the 
defective food dehydrators. (Tabors' Fed. App., p. 447: 43). NESCO/American 
Harvest (Metal Ware) also continued to utilize the senior management and vice 
presidents of American Harvest, Inc. in its production of the food dehydrators. 
(Tabors' Fed. App., p. 447: 26, 28, 48; Tabors' Fed. App., p. 485: 24-26). Finally, 
NESCO/American Harvest continued American Harvest, Inc.'s manufacturing 
processes out of the same location in Minnesota with American Harvest, Inc. assets 
purchased in the APA and kept the same handbook, honored the same warranties, 
and continued with the same customers and distributors. (Farmer's Fed. App., pp. 
281-94, 362; App.p. 306). 
In sum, it is sound public policy to allow an injured party to bring a claim 
for damages against a successor corporation when the successor corporation 
continues to manufacture the product and continues to utilize the goodwill 
associated with the now defunct predecessor corporation. The Tabors believe the 
Utah Legislature is clear in its view of not allowing manufacturers to skirt their 
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responsibility to innocent purchasers of a defective product as indicated in Utah 
case law and as indicated in Utah Code Ann. § 78-15-7. 
To allow Metal Ware to pass the burden of its defective products onto the 
innocent Utah purchases is not sound public policy. By allowing no recourse for 
innocent purchases that were harmed by defective food dehydrators, the Court 
would be adopting an approach to products liability that favors the maximization 
of corporate profits and hawkish business practices in the face of known defective 
products in the stream of commerce. 
Metal Ware has made millions of dollars off its line of food dehydrators that 
it purchased from American Harvest and continues to manufacture to this day. 
After the Asset Purchase Agreement was signed, American Harvest was a shell 
entity and the Tabors have no recourse for the damages they sustained as a result of 
the defective food dehydrators. It is sound public policy to adopt the 'continuity of 
enterprises' doctrine and/or the 'product line5 doctrine in order to ensure that 
hawkish business practices do not prevail and to ensure that Utah consumers have 
an avenue and an entity to make a claim for damages from a defective product 
when the manufacturing entity has been left a shell without any assets. By 
adopting the expansions to successor liability this Court would be protecting the 
innocent purchasers of defective products knowingly placed into the Utah stream 
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of commerce and, therefore, this Court should adopt the expansion to successor 
liability. 
II. DUTY TO WARN 
Pursuant to the Order of Acceptance, the second issue is whether Utah law 
imposes on successor corporations a post-sale duty to independently warn 
customers of defects in products manufactured and sold by the predecessor 
corporation? If so, what factors should determine whether a successor has 
discharged that duty? 
The Tabors hereby incorporate, adopt, and reference the analysis, arguments, 
and citations of Farmers Insurance Group on the Duty to Warn issue presented in 
Farmers' Appellant Brief for brevity and to avoid duplicating arguments regarding 
the same. 
CONCLUSION 
Based upon the foregoing, the Tabors respectfully request this Court adopt 
the continuity of enterprise doctrine and/or the product line doctrine in order to 
protect Utah consumers and to give Utah consumers an avenue for recourse for 
damages suffered as a result of a manufacturer placing defective product into the 
Utah stream of commerce. 
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day of September, 2006. 
PLANT, CHRISTENSEN & KANELL 
THEODORE E. KANELL 
JOSEPH C. ALAMILLA 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs-Appellants Tabors 
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ORAL ARGUMENT 
This matter represents issues of first impression in the State of Utah in 
regard to duty of a successor corporation to warn consumers of product defects. 
Furthermore, this matter represents a shift in Utah law with respect to successor 
liability in the products liability context. Finally, the litigation has spanned six 
years and is extremely fact intensive. For these reasons, the Tabors request oral 
argument to be scheduled in this matter. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED t h i s , ^ ? day of September, 2006. 
PLANT, CHRISTENSEN & KANELL 
imODOKE E. KANELL 
^JOSEPH C. ALAMILLA 
Attorneys for Appellants 
Timothy A. and Debra J. Tabor 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the £-tf day of September, 2006, a true and correct copy 
of the Appellant Brief of Timothy and Debra Tabor was served, postage prepaid, 
via first class mail and via electronic mail on the following: 
John Warren May, Esq. 
Dunn & Dunn 
505 East 200 South, 2nd Floor 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102 
Attorney for Plaintiff-Appellant 
Farmers Insurance Group 
George T. Naegle, Esq. 
Brian C. Webber, Esq. 
Richards Brandt Miller & Nelson 
Key Bank Tower, Seventh Floor 
50 South Main Street 
P.O. Box 2465 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110-2465 
Attorneys for Metal Ware Corporation 
DATED this <?-<j day of September, 2006. 
PLANT, CHRISTENSEN & KANELL 
IEODORE E. KANELL 
JOSEPH C. ALAMILLA 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs-Appellants 
Timothy A. Tabor and Debra J. Tabor 
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ADDENDUM 
Pursuant to Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure Rule 24(a)(ll)(A)-(C), the 
Tabors represent that the Utah Supreme Court already is in possession of Farmers' 
Federal Appendix and the Tabors' Federal Appendix, which are bound and contain 
all of the pertinent documents to the Tabors' arguments as well as a table of 
contents. The Tabors hereby certify that no additional addenda are necessary and 
no additional documents need be attached as an addendum to this Brief. 
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